


LOCATION....LOCATION....LOCATION
The base set is located in Fort Worth TX. Michael & Tyler Chance call home a ten thousand square foot airport hanger.  Their 
passion for the classic car lifestyle motivated them to build a very unique place, that not only houses their business but both 

families. This is no ordinary plane hanger.  It’s a full blown car castle with two full living quarters that rival any modern home. This 
makes for a perfect backdrop for the TV show, as it adds the home life intermingled into work. This takes the classic car passion 
to next level and makes for great stories. Clients from all over the world make this a stop on their US trips and become more 

like family than clients.  At any given time an impromptu visit can pop up and create unique content. 



The company is based around Buying - Selling - Locating and Inspecting classic vehicles for clients all over the 
world. Their clients have the desire and cash, but donʼt have the knowledge or time to find the vehicle they want. 
Each customer wants a specific vehicle with exact options. So the goal is to find a car that is closest to what the 
customer is looking for and modify it to the customers specs when required. This process saves time and money 
over building it from scratch. This is no easy task with the internet filled with tons of fly by night car dealers and 
flippers selling dressed up junkers & misrepresented messes. This locating process requires tons of knowledge to 
weed out the junk cars to find that one perfect hot rod that not only fits the certain requirements and quality 
demanded by their clients. One of the key factors in finding the perfect car is doing an in-depth vehicle pre-
purchase inspection. With help from classic car inspector & restoration expert Brian Bossone, the team weeds out 
crooked car sellers and internet scammers so the perfect vehicle is found. This inspection process sometimes 
causes animosity and heated negotiations with the sellers, but other times the information enlightens them about 
their rides. This info gives the team bargaining edge to get the deal done.  

The hot rod hunt takes the crew all over texas and surrounding states in search of killer vehicles and the parts to 
complete the builds on time. Whether itʼs a local car show, famous eatery, swap meet or rolling through a scenic 
countryside - every trip is another story in itself. Unique characters and their cars are found and every turn brings 
them upon hot rod gold buried in barns and backyards. All this happens while builds get heated and intense back 
at the shop to fulfill short deadlines and strict demands put forth by their customers. Think of it as American 
pickers, Diners Dives & Drive Inns and Chasing Classic Cars all rolled into one killer Reality TV show! 

OVERVIEW 



Michael Chance - Having grown up with a Dad and two uncles that were “car crazy”, it was only natural for me to 
become a certified car nut. These guys lived the “hot rod & factory performance” years of the 1950’s to the early 
1970’s and remain active owners of great classics to this day. At the age of 42 (a while back), I left my high stress 
position as a CEO in the corporate rat race to catch my breath and think about life. During my sabbatical, I relaxed 
by focusing on my car hobby, which had been my constant “go to” for stress relief and family fun. It was a full year 
later when I finally realized that I would never have to work again, at least not the type of work I was professionally 
trained to do, and had toiled away at for the first half of my adult life. My exposure at an early age to “all things 
automotive” was the trigger for a life long passion that allowed me to accumulate significant car knowledge. It 
turns out this knowledge had value. I never dreamed I would someday be free to use this knowledge to pursue my 
passion full time and it would actually pay some bills.

Over the past decade and a half, my greatest joy in my new found freedom has been working with my oldest son, 
Tyler. We have become best friends, with a shared goal of “gaining and promoting” classic car knowledge and car 
culture fun. I have watched Tyler go from my sidekick to indispensable helper and now all around equal contributor 
to a shared objective. Oh, the power of three people to get things done! I say three because the third person in our 
trifecta is my wife who makes all things in life easier and more pleasant. It all started with my dad, passed on to 
me, then my son and it will no doubt pass to some grandkids. 

HISTORY 


